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Introduction 

Gatwick welcomes the Airports Commission’s Discussion Paper which focuses on the means of 

delivering approval for another runway, and on the important roles that local communities and the 

Government will play in that process. We share the Commission’s view that the means by which 

authorisation to develop another runway should be secured is an important consideration in its own 

right.  

Gatwick wishes to make the following points about delivery of an additional runway: 

 Delivery of a new runway in the South East presents an opportunity for the private sector’s 

skills in investment and development to deliver a major element of strategic transport 

infrastructure for the benefit of the UK economy. 

 It is Gatwick’s view that, so long as the choice remains between Gatwick and the two Heathrow 

options, the most appropriate route for delivering approval for a new runway would be via a 

Development Consent Order (DCO) process with a site-specific National Policy Statement 

(NPS). 

 Given the Commission’s requirement that the need for any new capacity is met as 

expeditiously as practicable, the deliverability of each of the shortlisted options should be a 

primary consideration of the Commission’s assessments. 

Gatwick recognises that Government has a vitally important enabling role in setting the policy, 

planning and regulatory framework for the development, including: 

 implementing an appropriate framework for economic regulation which enables the private 

investor to take on development and demand risk and achieve its required investment return, 

whilst safeguarding service quality for airport customers;  

 selection of the most deliverable and environmentally, socially and economically sustainable 

location for the new runway; 

 ensuring compliance with relevant Government policies, including maintaining competition 

within the London airport system. 

Gatwick has already advised the Commission that it would be feasible to obtain permission for and 

start work on building another runway at Gatwick within a single Parliamentary cycle (i.e. by 2020) 

provided the incoming Government acts swiftly, and provided an agreed regulatory policy is firmly 

in place in a form which allows the chosen promoter to take forward its proposal without delay. In 

Gatwick’s view, there is a strong case for concluding that another runway is needed by 2025 and 

that Gatwick is the only option that could be delivered in that timescale. 

It is Gatwick’s view that the Commission’s recommendation, and the subsequent policy decision by 

the Government, should be to specify the chosen airport location for another runway and to 

indicate the broad nature of that development. The Commission and the Government should, 

however, stop short of specifying the precise nature of the development, or any precise 

environmental or other limits. Issues of that type should be resolved at a later stage when the 

proposals are subjected to more detailed planning scrutiny.  
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1. Legal and planning issues 

The nature of the policy decision 

What is needed at the end of the Commission’s process is a location-specific recommendation, 

setting out the general nature and form of the development, which is then supported by 

Government.  

As the Discussion Paper indicates, securing authorisation through the planning or other legislative 

processes to build major infrastructure will not be a simple exercise. The scope for legal challenge 

is high, and the potential for the success of such legal challenges cannot be ignored. 

At every stage of the decision making process for major infrastructure, it is important to be clear 

about the nature of the decision that is being made and to ensure, as far as possible, that the 

process enables that decision to be taken on a basis that minimises the risk of successful legal 

challenge. The Commission’s Discussion Paper clearly acknowledges these issues and helpfully 

seeks to address them. One point that the Discussion Paper does not spell out, however, is 

whether the Commission intends to specify only the airport location for another runway or, how 

specific the Commission intends to be about the form of the development, and/or any limitations or 

restrictions on its use.  

It is Gatwick’s view that the Commission should not only specify the airport location for another 

runway but should also specify in general terms the nature and form of development based on the 

analysis it has undertaken. The Commission (and subsequently the Government) should, however, 

stop short of specifying the precise form of development or any specific limitations or restrictions, 

unless there are very soundly based reasons for doing so. Such more detailed issues should not 

be enshrined in policy but are instead best left to the engagement and planning process for 

resolution, irrespective of whether a Development Consent Order (DCO) or Hybrid Bill process is 

followed.  

Gatwick’s view that it would be unhelpful for the policy to be over prescriptive is driven by the belief 

that an important degree of precision should be left to the subsequent engagement process to 

resolve, whichever authorisation route is taken. This should ensure that the views of communities 

and stakeholders are incorporated into the final form of development. 

The scope of the single consenting regime 

There is a need for clarity about the scope of the facilities that would need to be approved under a 

single consenting regime such as a DCO or a Hybrid Bill.  

The details will depend on the airport in question. In the case of Gatwick, approvals would need to 

cover a limited range of facilities as follows: 

 the new runway and associated on-airport infrastructure including on-airport roads; 

 a new terminal building and associated infrastructure; 

 local highway improvements to the A23, the Balcombe Road and other local roads; 

 the new Gatwick railway station improvements (the Public Transport Interchange also known 

as the Gatwick Gateway); 
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 river diversions; 

 works to listed buildings; 

 compulsory purchase of land and property. 

Hybrid Bill or DCO? 

Gatwick agrees that there are two obvious ways in which detailed approval could be given to 

develop an additional runway and its associated facilities. These are: 

 Hybrid Bill; 

 Development Consent Order (DCO) for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIP).  

We do not believe that there is any other process by which a proposal of this type could realistically 

be determined. 

In choosing between the two alternatives, the planning risk profile of the project is important. 

Gatwick’s view is that an Estuary airport has by far the highest risk and would likely require a 

Hybrid Bill to stand any chance of successful delivery, followed by Heathrow with a high level of 

risk, and finally Gatwick presenting the lowest overall planning and delivery risk.  

It is our view that, so long as the choice remains between Gatwick and the two Heathrow options, 

the most appropriate route would be via a DCO process with a site-specific National Policy 

Statement (NPS). 

The DCO process has been designed specifically for major infrastructure projects of this type and 

we see no obvious reason why it should not be used. We also believe the DCO provides the most 

appropriate route for infrastructure that is being sponsored by a private investor, as well as 

providing the most appropriate level of stakeholder engagement. The DCO process leaves the 

private investor with the significant degree of control that is necessary to manage the risks he is 

assuming. We also believe that it is possible with the DCO process to retain a greater degree of 

flexibility in the consenting regime to adapt or vary details to a limited but important degree so as to 

reflect consultation with local stakeholders. Neither of these advantages seems available under the 

Hybrid Bill route.  

The DCO’s greater level of engagement with local stakeholders will help stakeholders to influence 

to a greater degree the mitigation that is put in place to control or limit certain effects, or to 

enhance the benefits. We set out in Section 2 our evidence of this approach working successfully 

with our consultative committee GATCOM. 

Notwithstanding our clear belief that the DCO is the most appropriate route, we acknowledge that a 

Hybrid Bill could be feasible. However, a Hybrid bill is more appropriate to a project where the 

majority of the infrastructure is to be delivered by Government, rather than by the private sector. 

For example, if the Inner Thames Estuary were to be shortlisted and subsequently recommended 

and supported by the incoming Government, it may be that a Hybrid Bill would be the most 

appropriate route since the degree of Government involvement in specifying and in delivering the 

associated infrastructure, is likely to be greater than for a Heathrow solution and much greater than 

for a Gatwick solution. 
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2. Local communities 

Gatwick’s strong track record of engagement 

Gatwick has a strong track record of engaging with local communities and takes its responsibilities 

in this regard very seriously indeed. GATCOM (the Gatwick airport consultative committee) has 

demonstrated its effectiveness in facilitating dialogue and has shown that it can bring parties with 

differing viewpoints closer together. In addition, as we have developed our second runway 

proposal we have held a series of working groups at a technical level with our local authorities 

though the Gatwick Officers Group, covering the following topics in detail: 

 Employment and housing 

 Air quality  

 Land use/environmental impacts 

 Surface Access 

 Noise and airspace 

 Employment land and displacement of businesses 

As the Commission is well aware, Gatwick undertook to consult local interests and airport users as 

far back as the summer of 2013 long before Gatwick was shortlisted by the Commission. Gatwick’s 

April 2014 runway options consultation was the only comprehensive consultation exercise 

undertaken on any of the options shortlisted by the Commission. This is a reflection of the 

importance that Gatwick attaches to engaging fully with stakeholders, particularly under its new 

ownership. 

Gatwick is grateful to the Commission for acknowledging Gatwick’s commitment to consult when it 

agreed (in paragraph 6.74 of the Interim Report) to “keep under review” its initial decision to select 

the wide spaced option for Gatwick. Gatwick has now fulfilled its undertaking to consult on options 

and published its report of consultation on 24 July 2014. Of those respondents who stated a 

preference between Options 1, 2 and 3, the majority (67%) supported Option 3, which was also our 

provisional preferred option. 

Interest in the consultation was high. Over 23,000 people visited the consultation website, over 

6,000 people attended the 17 public exhibitions, and more than 7,717 consultation responses were 

submitted.  

Gatwick notes the examples of engagement internationally that the Commission sets out in 

paragraphs 3.3 to 3.10 of the Discussion Paper. Although, in our view, these represent good 

examples of engagement, it is clear that no two circumstances are the same and that there are 

different ways of ensuring full and effective engagement. While Gatwick would not be averse to 

considering ways of supplementing the existing arrangements for engagement, we believe it is 

imperative that any new arrangements build on the effectiveness of existing processes. 
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Mitigation and compensation 

The Commission and Government both have important roles to play in ensuring that environmental 

considerations of a new runway are taken fully into account in the process of selecting the location 

of the runway. 

We believe the Commission is right to draw attention to the need for appropriate measures to 

mitigate and compensate for the unavoidable adverse effects that airports do create. That is why 

Gatwick has already entered voluntarily into a substantial series of pledges that it will put into effect 

if Gatwick is recommended by the Commission and chosen by Government on a basis that is 

acceptable to our shareholders.  

The £250m package of pledges includes the following: 

 £10m Local Highway Development Fund – local authorities would use the fund to help improve 

the local road network where Gatwick is one of a number of contributors to traffic; 

 Council Tax Initiative - homes most affected by noise from a second runway receiving annual 

compensation equivalent to Band A Council Tax (currently £1000) if and when the runway 

becomes operational; 

 Noise Insulation Grants Scheme extended to cover the equivalent area for the second runway; 

 Community Flood Risk Forum to ensure ongoing communication and dialogue with our local 

communities on this critical issue; 

 Partnerships with local procurement, skills and development agencies to maximise local uptake 

of employment opportunities which can target investment in identified regeneration priority 

areas;  

 Continuing support of the existing Gatwick Community Trust, and establishment of a new 

Community Foundation to build on the work of the Community Trust; 

 Engagement Charter setting out how we will work with local landowners and businesses if they 

are impacted by development of a second runway; 

 £46.5m fund to help local authorities deliver essential community infrastructure, associated with 

any new house-building that arises as a result of expansion at Gatwick; 

 £3.75m fund to help create 2,500 new apprenticeships for local young people; 

 Property Market Support Bond fund of £131m which will offer owners whose homes we need to 

purchase 25% above market value for their properties.  

 Home Owners Support Scheme, which provides property market support to owners of 

properties which, if development went ahead, would be newly exposed to medium-to-high 

levels of noise (66 decibels Leq), by enabling them to sell their property to Gatwick for its 

unblighted market value if Gatwick announces its intention to proceed with construction.  

These pledges are designed to address issues that have been identified through our engagement 

process as being important to our local community. If development of a second runway at Gatwick 

proceeds, we will consult on the detail of their implementation as part of the DCO process. 
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In order to provide assurance that Gatwick will maintain and implement its pledges and 

commitments, Gatwick suggests that consideration be given to the ‘monitoring trustee’ model 

which is increasingly adopted by Competition authorities to monitor compliance with long-term 

behavioural commitments.  

Under such an arrangement, Gatwick would, with the approval of the relevant bodies, appoint an 

independent trustee at Gatwick’s expense to oversee compliance with our pledges and 

commitments. The trustee would act as the “eyes and ears” of the relevant bodies and as mediator 

and participant should any third party disputes arise as to the implementation and continued 

operation of our pledges and commitments.  

The monitoring trustee would be afforded access to Gatwick personnel, be entitled to seek 

information of Gatwick and to inspect Gatwick’s documents. The trustee would periodically report 

on Gatwick’s compliance and would inform the relevant bodies immediately if it considered there 

had been or was likely to be a failure to comply with the pledges and commitments. We believe this 

model should provide an appropriate governance structure for ongoing engagement between 

Gatwick and its stakeholders. 

Noise impacts 

Gatwick welcomes the Commission’s recognition of the importance of noise issues to local 

communities. As previously stated, we work continually to further reduce the airport’s noise 

impacts, including implementing a system of noise fines, preferential charging for less noisy 

aircraft, and comprehensive redesign of airspace to reduce populations overflown. We have 

developed a range of measures to address the remaining noise impacts including an industry 

leading noise insulation scheme and a dedicated flight performance team responding to individual 

noise queries. We believe that airports are best placed and well incentivised to police their own 

noise impacts within an overall regulatory framework.  

Gatwick has a very much smaller population overflown than Heathrow and this serves to limit the 

noise impact of our operations. We believe that siting the additional runway in the right place to 

limit and where possible reduce noise should be a key consideration for the Commission as it 

assesses the alternative options available to it.  

We note the Commission’s consideration of planning caps. The rationale for planning caps differs 

by airport. At Heathrow the present cap of 480,000 ATMs was introduced as part of the T5 planning 

permission to ensure that the actual noise impacts of T5 were as assessed for planning purposes, 

whilst at Stansted the planning cap was introduced to control the rate of change that the airport 

would give rise to in the area as a whole. Both are now enshrined as planning conditions and 

would require a planning application in order for the caps to be lifted.  

The Commission has noted in para 3.14 of the Discussion Paper that the cancelled third runway 

scheme at Heathrow was proposed to be capped at just 125,000 additional flights.   

Based on our assessments of our future noise impacts we do not believe that a planning cap would 

be required at Gatwick. Given the scale of noise and air quality impact at Heathrow, which would 

increase should Heathrow build a third runway, it is likely that Heathrow will continue to be subject 

to a planning cap as part of any third runway consent, and we believe that the Commission and the 

Government should take this into consideration as part of the decision making process.  
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3. Role of the State 

Gatwick considers that delivery of a new runway in the South East presents an opportunity for the 

private sector’s skills in infrastructure investment and development to be brought to bear in the 

delivery of a major element of strategic transport infrastructure for the benefit of the UK economy.  

Government has a role to play in creating a supportive policy, planning and regulatory framework 

for delivery which facilitates such private investment, whilst ensuring that the competitive nature of 

the London airport system is secured and that investors deliver on any commitments they have 

made. 

Policy 

Safeguarding competition 

The UK’s aviation sector is a success story built on private ownership, private investment and 

thriving competition. Government has a role to play in safeguarding competition in the London 

airport system.  

Successive UK Governments have maintained a longstanding policy of support for a competitive 

airline sector, which has benefited consumers greatly by increasing competition and choice. 

This policy support for competition and choice has been extended to the airport sector by the 

break-up of BAA by the Competition Commission. 

In introducing the Civil Aviation Bill to Parliament the Secretary of State stated: 

“Effective competition is a crucial enabler of growth. Competitive markets are the best way 

in the long run to deliver goods and services to consumers at minimum cost. Effective 

competition also incentivises firms to invest and improve efficiency, choice and service 

quality.” 

In relation to the runway capacity decision, competition in the aviation sector can deliver further 

considerable benefits to consumers. We set out these benefits in our May submission to the 

Commission, including: 

 greater levels of innovation by airports and airlines; 

 lower costs; 

 lower fares; 

 lower levels of delay; 

 greater choice of airports; 

 faster overall journey times, including time to get to and through the airport. 

Further expansion of Heathrow would reintroduce an element of monopoly, further increase its 

market power, and as such could have a detrimental effect on the operations and commercial 

viability of other UK airports. In contrast, expansion of Gatwick would deliver additional capacity in 

the South East and increase the degree of competition within the London system. This would help 

other London and UK airports to continue to compete, specialise and grow. 
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There is a benefit to having a large number of airports serving London – not least of which is the 

convenience of having an airport with relevant connectivity located in proximity to each of the 

traveller’s key locations (home, workplace, leisure or business destination).  

In the short to medium term, London airports other than Heathrow and Gatwick will make an 

important contribution to increasing total capacity in the London system, for example London City 

will grow in the coming years to its already permitted 120,000 ATMs per annum.  

In the event that the Estuary is selected, we note the Commission’s comments both on the need 

for compensation for airport closure, and on the inherent difficulty of maintaining the quality of 

airport assets in the period when future closure is certain. In such circumstances it seems likely 

that airport owners of Heathrow and London City airports would object and seek compensation 

both for the asset and for negative effects on their business during the pre-closure period. 

State Aid 

Gatwick does not see a role for the State in funding runway development at either Heathrow or 

Gatwick.  Gatwick will not rely on any additional Government funds to make its project viable, nor 

will the project require any other form of additional Government support. 

Support provided by Government to a privately owned airport would create an effective subsidy 

that would distort the competitive markets between airports in the UK and within the European 

Union, and distort competition between different airlines operating in the same market albeit out of 

different airports. Further, such support could contravene State Aid legislation. 

Sustainable development 

Government has a stated policy of ‘making sustainable development a part of all Government 

policy and operations’. Relevant policies for consideration include: 

 Aviation Policy Framework 2013, which includes an objective to limit and where possible 

reduce the number of people in the UK significantly affected by aviation noise and to ensure 

that the aviation sector makes a significant and cost effective contribution toward reducing 

global emissions; 

 Civil Aviation Act 2012, which provides a framework to address the environmental impact of 

aviation; 

 Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006, which focus on the impact of noise from 

transport on individuals, and requires airports with more than 50,000 ATMs to develop noise 

action plans; 

 Climate Change Act 2008 which seeks to reduce emissions levels by 80% by 2050 (from a 

1990 baseline); 

 Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010, which set legally binding limits for concentrations of 

major air pollutants such as particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide. 

It is clear that when formulating policy for a new runway, Government will need to consider the 

extent to which any proposed development is consistent with existing Government policy. On the 

assumption that Government selects the NPS route, it will be required to carry out an Appraisal of 

Sustainability and a Strategic Environmental Assessment.  
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Gatwick believes it is self-evident that any Appraisal of Sustainability will show that Gatwick is a 

significantly more sustainable option than any of the others, particularly in respect of the noise and 

air quality performance of an additional runway at Gatwick compared to an additional runway at 

Heathrow. This is principally because it will provide very considerable economic benefit 

(significantly greater than the Heathrow options) while providing significant social benefits at an 

environmental cost that is very considerably less than the Heathrow options.  

In Gatwick’s view, the Commission and the incoming Government should attach significant weight 

to sustainability when recommendations are being formulated and decisions made, not only 

because sustainability should be a material consideration when the options are being weighed, but 

also because sustainability goes to the heart of the deliverability of each proposal. 

Quick decision making 

Gatwick strongly supports the need to act expeditiously. The incoming Government will need to be 

in a position to quickly take decisions in order to expedite delivery of the additional capacity within 

the timescales required to meet the assessment of need.  

This includes decisions on which planning route to adopt and the framework for economic 

regulation, as the investor will need to have clarity on the business case and risk profile of the 

project. 

The Commission can provide considerable assistance to the incoming Government on this point by 

presenting a deliverable scheme and a clear route to delivery, capable of adoption by the 

Government with minimal additional analysis.  

We recognise the difficulty of making such an important strategic policy decision quickly, but quick 

decisions are essential to ensuring that DCO approval is achieved within a single parliamentary 

cycle. 
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Planning 

We have set out earlier our reasons for preferring the DCO route. We see the role of Government 

as being in several areas: 

The role of Government in the planning process 

The actions of the incoming Government will have a critically important role in the delivery of any 

new runway. Beyond the obvious need to consider the Commission’s recommendations and 

decide how it wishes to proceed, there are certain other specific actions that the Government will 

need to take. These are summarised in paragraphs 2.8 to 2.12 of the Commission’s Discussion 

Paper.  

On the assumption that a DCO process is to be followed, the first of these actions is to undertake 

the preparation of a National Policy Statement which should include an Appraisal of Sustainability 

(AoS) which details how alternative policies have been considered and assessed. While it is clear 

that only the Government can carry out an AoS, the more that the Commission can undertake its 

work in a manner that reflects the requirements of an AoS and the more the Commission’s work is 

developed in a manner that is in line with these requirements, the more time will be saved later in 

the process. 

The role of Government agencies 

Government agencies such as the Highways Agency and Network Rail will have important roles in 

relation to the delivery of related road and rail infrastructure. Here, a significant degree of 

cooperation between such agencies and the promoter will be necessary, but this can be 

accommodated within the DCO process.  

Gatwick would welcome any measures within the relevant NPS to foster proactive support from 

Government Agencies for the delivery of infrastructure related to the runway development.   

The main commitment sought by the private investor is likely to be an undertaking from the 

Government of timely delivery of committed schemes relevant to the development.  
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Regulation 

Government also has a role to play in providing a degree of certainty to promoters through a clear 

regulatory regime which enables the private sector to commit to the investment required. 

Given the extended timeframe and scale of the project, Gatwick will need certainty that it will be 

able to generate appropriate returns in the long term, commensurate with the risks it would be 

taking on.  We believe that building on the recently introduced Commitments framework, which 

was endorsed by the regulator, can achieve this certainty and is the right approach.  

We support allocation of risk to the parties that are best able to manage the risk efficiently.  

Expansion at Gatwick represents a secure business case, with a lower risk profile than other 

options. So long as the overall regulatory regime enables Gatwick to have confidence to invest, we 

accept that the airport is best placed to manage the traffic, construction and associated investment 

risk. 

Gatwick’s investment needs to be remunerated at an appropriate level over the life of the project.  

At the same time, Gatwick fully accepts that a series of safeguards would need to be in place to 

ensure:  

 that investment is undertaken in a timely manner; 

 that appropriate levels of service are provided to passengers and airlines alike; 

 that the airport charges price path is set at a competitive level that encourages growth.  

We do not favour a “prescriptive regulation” scenario or heavy-handed interventionist approach, 

such as the RAB-based alternative, in which the market would effectively be administered by the 

regulator and much greater risks would be borne by airlines and passengers.  The draw-backs of 

RAB-based administration have been explained by the CAA in its January 2014 Decision. A 

continued shift away from RAB based regulation is supported by precedents in the global aviation 

market and UK utilities sector.   

Importantly, the CAA should seek actively to avoid regulatory risk, rather than merely seeking to 

allocate this risk.  While there are inherent project risks, which need to be mitigated and managed, 

regulatory risk is a result of actions by the regulator and can be reduced, even if not entirely 

eliminated.  Such risk is increased by policies which are only short term or are subject to frequent 

changes.  To the extent that regulatory risk remains, it is likely to increase the cost of the project, 

perhaps considerably, given the extent of capital costs involved.  It will therefore be important for 

the CAA to set out its approach over the long term and to provide credible assurances that it will 

adhere to it.  Costs of financing will be increased to the extent that the CAA retains scope to 

change regulatory arrangements and the resultant returns to investors.  

The consequences of not treating risk appropriately could be that the expansion project becomes 

more expensive to finance, and that the Commission’s recommended project cannot ultimately be 

delivered.  We believe that the CAA should be committed to deploying its regulatory duties in such 

a way as to ensure that the Commission’s recommendation and any national policy based thereon 

actually comes into being, which means that the project must be financeable.  
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4. Challenges to delivery 

We note, as the Commission states in paragraph 1.2 of its paper, that the Commission has been 

asked to make recommendations for how the need for any new capacity can be met as 

expeditiously as practicable within the required timescale. 

In order to ensure that the additional runway capacity is provided in line with the assessment of 

need, the project selected will need to be delivered by 2025 in our view and therefore, given 

construction timescales, development consent should be delivered within a single parliament.  

As previous attempts to provide additional runway capacity in the South East have shown, the 

challenges to delivery of an additional runway are considerable. Given the Commission’s 

requirement that the need for any new capacity is met as expeditiously as practicable, the 

deliverability of each of the shortlisted options should be a primary consideration of the 

Commission’s assessments.  

The options differ in terms of construction complexity, political and environmental acceptability, 

time, degree of additional infrastructure required and cost. The Commission and Government 

should therefore assess the attributes of all available options in terms of their: 

 Environmental sustainability; 

 Economic sustainability; 

 Political acceptability; 

 Financeability; 

 Complexity and risk of construction; 

 Speed of delivery; and 

 Degree of planning risk. 

Having done so, the Commission and Government should give preference to the option that best 

delivers across these factors. Gatwick, with its lower risk, lower environmental impact and higher 

economic benefit is best able to deliver the required new capacity by 2025. 


